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Click or tick the correct answers
1) What’s the Hebrew name for Jerusalem?
a) Yerushalim
b) Yerushalhem
c) Yerushalayim
2) What’s the Arabic name for Jerusalem?
a) Al Quds
b) Al Saled
c) Al Ad’habitt
3) The city is lying between the intersection of _______ and _______
a) Isreal and Jordan
b) West bank and Jordan
c) Isreal and west bank
4) The city is located between which two seas?
a) Red sea and dead sea
b) Dead sea and Mediterranean sea
c) Red sea and Mediterranean sea
5) Jerusalam is located 50km souty east of the isreali city of _______
a) Tel Aviv-Yafo
b) Bethlehem
c) Judea
6) Jerusalem is composed of two distinct sections namely;
a) West and south Jerusalem
b) North and south Jerusalem
c) West and east Jerusalem
7) East Jerusalem was held by __________?
a) Judea
b) Jordan
c) Palestine
8) Which year was the wall constructed by the ottoman ruler which contains the old city?
a) 1528 AD
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b) 1538 AD
c) 1548 AD
9) What’s the name of the ottoman ruler who constructed the wall?
a) Suleyman I
b) Sundiata I
c) Mansa I
10) Which year did the british start ruling Jerusalem?
a) 1917
b) 1927
c) 1937
11) Which year did the british stop ruling Jerusalem?
a) 1948
b) 1958
c) 1968
12) What’s the name of the local limestone mandated by the British during the rule over
Jerusalem?
a) Jerusalem Limestone
b) Jerusalem Stone
c) Jerusalem Rock
13) What’s the total surface area of Jerusalem?
a) 103 sq km
b) 113 sq km
c) 123 sq km
14) Where in Jerusalem is the Atarot airport located?
a) Southern Jerusalem
b) Northern Jerusalem
c) Eastern Jerusalem
15) What was the population of Jerusalem by 2004?
a) 890,274
b) 758,849
c) 701,512
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